
 
 

THE DARK SIDE OF SNOW WHITE. 

www.chili-candy.com 

Inspired by the dark Side of Snow White, the Viennese Fashion Designer Aniko Balazs 
presents her new label Chili Candy. Sweet and hot – the game of polarities and the newest 
techniques in e-commerce. 
 
Designer Aniko Balazs presents her A/W 18/19 Collection with a game of styles between 
Fantasy, Rock, a touch of glamorous Gothic and the most traditionnal austrian garment -  
the Dirndl - witch turns into an urban must have. 
 
The Collectionpieces are playful and sweet as candy but hot and provocative as chilly 
pepper. Mostly in black and white they show the bright and the dark side of wicked Snow 
White! 
All this can be configured and ordered in a playful way online by fashionable and creative 
Fashionistas to assure their very own personal style. 
 

 
 

 



 

Basicly inspired from the most feminin garment – the classical austrian Dirndl, a corselet and a 

wide swinging skirt, this collection moves in the most innovative combination of garments and 

style.  

The classic austrian Dirndl blouses turn into jersey shirts. Martial Camouflage will be whimsically 

combined with the innocence of white tulle. Sweet, playful and girlish can turn quickly into straight 

provocation. The lovely flouncy swinging skirt will be combined with black leather, rivets of skulls and 

red, hot chilly peppers.  

This is the look of the dark side of Snow White! 

An extravagant collection joined with innovative techniques at the edge of time.  

Despite digital shopping, enjoy personal style counseling as well as the emotional experience and the 

joy of a shopping tour. Creating fashion is to play with style, colors, forms, materials, details and 

inspiration. Tapping into creative combinations without end built on the aesthetics and sense of style 

of Chili Candy designers collection. 

 

 
 



 
 
 

 

 
 Contact: 
Aniko Smart Couture 
Dorotheergasse 5/3A 
1010 Wien 
Tel.: + 43 699 12 00 49 49 
E-Mail: aniko@aniko.at  
www.aniko.at 
www.chili-candy.com 
 

 


